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A LETTER FROM
OUR CHAIRMAN
2020 was a trying year, to say the least, though every
challenge holds an opportunity to learn and evolve. If humans
can take the lessons from a global pandemic, social
injustices, and a degrading ecosystem and integrate them all

we may just come out the other side
better, stronger, and more resilient.
Evolution is nature's way. In this spirit of evolution, I am
into better practice,

excited for the challenges and opportunities that come with
my resignation as Executive Director of GreenLight Solutions
Foundation as of the summer of 2020. I remain in my role as
Chairman of the Board and see myself in this role for the
foreseeable future. Please feel free to read my Letter of
Resignation I submitted to the Board of Directors, as it
conveys my

message and vision for the future as well.

It is with great honor and pride that I also announce that

Ashley Weisman has served as
our new Executive Director! Ashley was our Program
since the summer of 2020,

Development Director and has worn many hats for

seeing
GreenLight continue to blossom under her leadership.
GreenLight over the years. I am looking forward to

The early outcomes of her appointment are evidenced in this
report. Please read on to hear her words of inspiration and
vision for GreenLight Solutions.
If you are reading this and the organization you work with
is not doing all it can to operate sustainably, I will leave you
with this quote and message from Larry Fink, Chairman and
CEO of BlackRock Financial (the world's largest asset

"Sustainability and Deeper
Connections to Stakeholders Drives Better Returns".
manager as of January 2021),

Contact us to see what we can do to help your organization
embrace sustainability.

- Kevin

KEVIN KELEHER
Co-Founder & Chairman

A LETTER FROM
OUR DIRECTOR
A movement is fueled by its people - individuals who
align in values, mission, and vision. Our movement is fueled by
people who understand the urgency of addressing social
injustice, avoiding environmental critical thresholds, and
advancing economic innovation. Our people are fueled by

restless for transformative change.
GreenLight’s mission begins as, “To educate and
empower”- I strive to embody this, challenging our people
deep passion and are

to realize their full potential and be the most effective

Together, we achieved
some exciting milestones in 2020. We’re experiencing
sustainability leaders they can be.

great momentum - our shared vision is compelling, our
strategy has clarity, and our team’s dedication is stronger
than ever.

Nothing worth fighting for comes easy. I am
empowered by our team for their unwavering determination the selfless sacrifice that it takes to make a small nonprofit
startup affect transformative change. The challenge is by no
means discouraging. In fact, it is what energizes and rewards
me day after day. I honor the journey as we educate and
empower our people to

overcome our challenges, to grow

our impact - creating an army of effective sustainability
leaders across the globe.

People used to ask me when I was going to let up, but now

a
movement of people with shared, fiery passion is a force
to be reckoned with. It’s only up from here.
they’re understanding that we’re not going to stop -

I am in deep gratitude to every person that has gotten us
this far.

I challenge you to lead our movement forward.

Cheers to the next year of challenges, opportunities, and
triumph!

- Ashley

ASHLEY WEISMAN
Executive Director
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In 2020,

+

Volunteer
Hours

Solutioneer
Showcases

our projects impacted 8 of 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals

1 Project

2 Projects

3 Projects

4 Projects

2 Projects

2 Projects

1 Project

1 Project

TOTAL

MISSION

IMPACT

To educate and empower students and
business leaders to create positive social,
environmental, and economic change
through sustainability initiatives.

AT A GLANCE

Since 2013, our evolving team has
consistently made a measurable,
positive impact in the local business
community through our sustainability

VISION

We envision a world where purpose-driven
leaders create a resilient and equitable
future for people and planet.

projects, events, and initatives.
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College Students
at ASU & MCC

Volunteer
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Solutioneer
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In total,
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our projects have impacted 11 of 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals

1 Project

5 Projects

2 Projects

6 Projects

7 Projects 21 Projects

6 Projects

1 Project

15 Projects

1 Project

5 Projects

A CLOSER LOOK
STUDENT-LED PROJECTS | SPRING '20

Solar United Neighbors

Tiny House Developers

Conducted a marketing

Identified partnerships

campaign and information

for

session for the Phoenix

construction waste,

Solar Co-op, resulting in

provided scholarship

5 homeowners going solar,

opportunities for

avoiding an annual

interns, and created

average of

182 metric tons

of greenhouse gasses.
Read the Project Blog

| Watch the Showcase Video

Stardust Building Supplies
Created

2 strategic

67% of THD’s

recycling how-to fliers
for the THD facility.

Read the Project Blog

| Watch the Showcase Video

Valley Metro
Created a

5-page

decision-making

report on the

frameworks to determine

relationship between

if dishwasher,

extreme heat and

refrigerator, and oven

light rail ridership in

recycling is more

support of increasing

profitable as whole or

shade structures at

disassembled units.

light rail stops.

Read the Project Blog

| Watch the Showcase Video

Read the Project Blog

| Watch the Showcase Video

A CLOSER LOOK
STUDENT-LED PROJECTS | FALL '20

Shape Up US
Created a

16-page

Valley Metro
Wrote

2 memos to

workbook filled with

identify which existing

educational activities

Valley Metro light rail

and graphics for

stops were in the most

young children and

need for shade

their families to learn

retrofitting, and to

about eco-conscious

summarize urban

lifestyle choices.

shade best practices.

Read the Project Blog

| Watch the Showcase Video

Sustainable Sourcing Strategy
Researched

6

Read the Project Blog

| Watch the Showcase Video

Crypto Energy Engagement
Analyzed if

building materials

blockchain could be

and collaborated

used as an incentive

with an architecture

to decrease

firm to identify the

residential energy

most sustainable

use, surveying

building option for

Phoenicians and

the smart city.

conducting research.

Read the Project Blog

| Watch the Showcase Video

Read the Project Blog

200+

| Watch the Showcase Video

A CLOSER LOOK
STUDENT-LED PROJECTS | FALL '20

Fresh Food Collab
Designed a brochure,
found

3 food

Circular Classroom
Scheduled demos for

3 high school classes

distribution sites,

to teach about the

sourcing partners, and

circular economy,

broadened relevant

featuring a 3D printer

metrics to expand the

and ProtoCycler+ for

impact of the Fresh

recycling plastic

Food Collab.

bottle caps

Read the Project Blog

| Watch the Showcase Video

Read the Project Blog

| Watch the Showcase Video

YEAR OF FIRSTS
A NEW ERA
100%
volunteer-led passion project.
For years, our team was a

We like to say that we’re an eight
year movement, and one year
start-up. As such, we are proud to
say that this was a year of ‘firsts’

our team
put the stepping stones in place
to see our mission thrive.
for our organization, as

Our team won the People's Choice Award at ASU's
2020 State of Sustainability Summit. Big thanks to
our peers for voting! Watch the nomination video.

Growing Our Capacity...
We hosted our first virtual Solutioneer Showcases
We developed our Sustainability Seminar Series
We improved our Student Chapter curriculum
We executed our first fiscal fundraising plan
We stepped up our social media presence
We built out our day-to-day operations
We enhanced our donor stewardship
We published 55 Project Portfolios
We hired our first full-time staff
We launched our new website
and so much more

...to Grow Our Impact

OUR TEAM
HUMANS OF GREENLIGHT
Our team includes sustainability professionals, passionate students, dedicated
faculty advisers, engaged alumni, wise mentors, and heartfelt community members
who all share our values, mission, and vision. GreenLight has evolved over the
years, and hundreds of people have made a positive impression on our
organization. We extend gratitude to each person who has contributed to the
advancement of GreenLight’s mission. Thank you!

Board of Directors & Committee Members

Interns & Managers

OUR TEAM
HUMANS OF GREENLIGHT
Our on-campus leadership supports the students in
executing their projects and delivering our mission in the community.
Not only do they provide resources and training, but they also gain the experience
of leading a dynamic, diverse, and productive team.

Student Chapter Leadership Team
GNIRPS
LLAF

Faculty Advisers

OUR TEAM
HUMANS OF GREENLIGHT
GreenLight exists to train the sustainability leaders of tomorrow. We believe that
more effective sustainability professionals create a positive ripple effect in our
society. We look forward to seeing the incredible things our Solutioneers do.

TESTIMONIALS
SOLUTIONEERS ON THEIR EXPERIENCE
"I loved GreenLight from the beginning. This was not a normal semester and we had to
switch everything online. This made the experience even more different. I believe the opportunity
for the community to engage, given by GreenLight, had a great impact.”
– Samantha Esparza, Solutioneer, Valley Metro Project Team
“We are grateful to be a part of GreenLight Solutions and for all of the opportunities we have
experienced through being Solutioneers. Being part of such a progressive, sustainabilityfocused organization is extremely rewarding. It has helped us build both professionally
and personally, all while allowing us to make a difference in the world around us. Thank you
GreenLight & Shape Up US!”
- Solutioneers, Shape Up US Project Team
“I am extremely proud of the work my team and I were able to accomplish. Being a Project
Lead gave me valuable leadership experience and I’m grateful for the opportunity!”
– Brandon Suchan, Project Lead, Crypto Energy Engagement Project Team
“GreenLight has been such a value add to my college experience—even as a junior. This was my
first semester in the organization, and my Project Team and interactions with leadership have been
stellar. I’ve been looking for ways to get involved with ‘green’ organizations on campus as a
business sustainability major, and GreenLight has hands down been what I’ve been looking for.
GreenLight Solutions is a great opportunity for students to expand their business skills
and work on real-world solutions beyond the classroom.”
– Michael Nelson, Solutioneer, Valley Metro Project Team

FINANCIALS
DOLLARS & SENSE
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OF

VALUE

CONTRIBUTED

DELIVERED

TO GREENLIGHT SOLUTIONS FOUNDATION
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$85,669

SPONSORS

DONATED

32%
GREENLIGHT
MEMBERSHIP

VOLUNTEER
LOCAL

AVERAGE
GREENLIGHT

$6,909
GIVING

HOURS

SUSTAINABILITY

$15.64
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FUNDRAISING

CAMPAIGN

MONTHLY

GLOW

DONATION

CONTRIBUTORS
MAKE OUR MISSION POSSIBLE
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to all our generous donors, sponsors,

grantors, and supporters! Your charitable

giving brings our impact to life for so many.

#AttitudeofGratitude

GreenLight Glow Members
Alen Jakupovic | Suzanne Keleher | Ann Weeks | Brittany Weeks | Lawrence Agyei | Gina Favela
Michelle Coyle | Ashley Weisman | Kevin Keleher | Favian Horta | Miguel Ortega | Mike Schoon
Debra Argabright | Danielle Mores | Chloe Robertson | Nate Gassmann | Craig Gassmann | Ryan Mores
James Pesterfield | Jeff Underdown | Heather Weisman | Justin Weisman | Ben Strouse | Thomas Bonfiglio
Sarah Weisman | Linda Weisman | Chris Bodnar | Connor Udasco | Christian Volp | Paige Weisman

Sponsors
Grantors
Partners

WAYS TO SUPPORT
GREENLIGHT'S MISSION
involved in our mission...
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2021 is off to a great start, and you can
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For more information,
contact Info@GLSolutions.org

Thank you
for reading!
Join our journey on social media...

Subscribe to the GreenLight Globe
newsletter to stay up to date...
Click to subscribe

www.GLSolutions.org

